Kezia Bacon, Celebrant
2021-2022 Wedding Package Rates
All weddings require non-refundable deposit.
Custom Personalized Wedding Ceremony
(My Standard Ceremony - approx. 30 minutes) • deposit = $250
Includes, but is not limited to:
• An original wedding ceremony, including your custom love story		
• Research and resource materials					
• Rehearsal 								
• Day-of consulting with anyone involved with your ceremony		
• In most cases, a PA system -- if one isn’t already available			
• A final digital copy & keepsake print copy
South Shore (near Marshfield)
$900 (includes rehearsal)
Boston, Cape, North Shore
$1000 (includes rehearsal)
Beyond 60 miles from home
$1100 (includes rehearsal)

• Unlimited email and phone consultations
• Travel expenses
• Full Script & Cue Sheets prior to the wedding
• Officiating on the day-of
• Mailing expenses for the license

Pandemic Sequel Wedding

(Small legal ceremony in 2021, larger wedding in 2022)• deposit $250
Includes, but is not limited to:
• A “quick” (5-10 minute) legal wedding ceremony in 2020 with up to 10 guests (or more, as Social Distancing Guidelines permit)
• A longer, more elaborate (15-30 minute) wedding ceremony (with your custom love story) in 2021 with a larger group of guests
•Research and resource materials						
•Unlimited email and phone consultations		
•Full Script & Cue Sheets prior to the ceremonies				
•Travel expenses
•Day-of consulting with anyone involved with your ceremonies		
•Rehearsal for 2021 Wedding
•In most cases, a PA system -- if one isn’t already available			
•Officiating on the day of
•Mailing expenses for the marriage license 				
•A final digital copy & keepsake print copy
The fee for a sequel wedding ranges from $850-$1700, depending on locations of ceremonies.

Simple Personalized Wedding Ceremony

(approx. 15-20 minutes) • deposit = $250
This simpler ceremony is still very personalized. It includes a much-briefer love story, and either one ritual or reading, as well as
pretty much everything listed above.
South Shore (near Marshfield)
$700 (includes rehearsal) / $650 without rehearsal
Boston, Cape or North Shore
$800 (includes rehearsal) / $750 without rehearsal
Beyond 60 miles from home
$900 (includes rehearsal) / $850 without rehearsal

“Quick” Ceremony (includes most beach ceremonies)

(5-10 minutes) • deposit = $250 • no rehearsal
If all you want to do is to take care of the legal stuff and get married quickly and simply, then this is the ceremony for you. It
consists solely of the two of you giving your consent to marry, then exchanging vows and rings, and ends with with a pronouncement of marriage. It’s still very personalized, as you get to write or choose what you say to each other. Everything listed above for
Custom Ceremony is included, except the rehearsal.
South Shore (near Marshfield) $500
Boston, Cape or North Shore
$550
Beyond 60 miles from home
$600

Simple License Signing (No Ceremony)

(1-2 minutes) • no deposit • no rehearsal
I will ask you both for your consent to marry, pronounce you married, and sign your license. Nothing more.
Fees begin at $150 (MA-mandated minimum) and are dependent on location and timing.

Super Deluxe Wedding Ceremony

(approx. 30-45 minutes) • deposit = $250
Everything in my Custom Personalized Ceremony and more! Would you like me to say grace or offer a blessing at the wedding
or rehearsal meal? Would you (and maybe your attendants or families) like a private gentle yoga class (I am also a Registered Yoga
Teacher) on the day of the wedding or rehearsal? Would you like to include a LOT of rituals or readings in your ceremony? I am
happy to add in extra services. We can work together to determine the details.
Fees begin at $1000. Rehearsal included.

